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WISC-V Scoring Options

Q-interactive = Automatic Scoring
No Additional Fee

Q-Global Scoring and Reporting
(paper and pencil)
Per use and unlimited use
Options available
Hand-score (paper and pencil)

What is Q-interactive?

Changing Times...

Wechsler-Bellevue: 1939
Q-interactive: Today
Q-interactive
Digital system for individually-administered tests consisting of two primary components

**CENTRAL:**
Secure, browser-based function for generating client profiles, building test batteries, creating assessment sessions, and sharing results.

**ASSESS:**
Application that lets an examiner administer a test via two tablets connected by Bluetooth.

---

Q-interactive Central Dashboard

---

Support Tab – includes key materials

---
Choosing Start Points

Discontinue Points Built In

PREVIEW OF WISC–V ON Q-INTERACTIVE
Ancillary Subtests

Ancillary Subtests
- Naming Speed
- Literacy Speed
- Naming Speed Quantity
- Immediate Symbol Translation
- Delayed Symbol Translation
- Recognition Symbol Translation
- Coding
- Symbol Search
- Cancellation

WISC-V on Q-Interactive

SAMPLE PROCESSING SPEED SUBTESTS
EXAMPLES OF VISUAL SPATIAL INDEX SUBTESTS

Block Design -

1-Page Admin and Scoring
EXAMPLES OF FLUID REASONING INDEX SUBTESTS

WISC-V on Q-interactive

WISC-V Figure Weights on Q-i

WISC-V Picture Concepts
EXAMPLES OF WORKING MEMORY INDEX SUBTESTS

Letter-Number Sequencing

Picture Span – Auto Exposure
What will Picture Span Look Like?

EXAMPLES OF ANCILLARY SUBTESTS

Ancillary Subtests

Naming Speed Literacy
Naming Speed Quantity
Immediate Symbol Translation
Delayed Symbol Translation
Recognition Symbol Translation
Naming Speed
Literacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color-Object Naming (age 6)</th>
<th>Size-Color-Object Naming (ages 6-8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Images of objects and colors]</td>
<td>![Images of objects and colors]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Letter-Number Naming (ages 7-16)

9 G T 8 Y
Z 5 A 3 1

Sample Naming Speed Task - Quantity Naming

Sample Naming Speed Task
Recording Responses – Speeded Naming

Instructions: Immediate Symbol Translation

Immediate Symbol Translation

Default=Incorrect
One touch=Correct
OTHER KEY POINTS
WISCV.COM
HELLOQ.COM

Add Subtests When Needed

Reconciling Scores – “To do” List
Reviewing Assessment Results

- See scores at a variety of levels
  - Subtests
  - Composite
  - Comparison
  - Additional information
How is data secured?

- Security compliance with the standards established in the HIPAA and FERPA Security Regulations and in accordance with the HITECH Act applicable to Business Associates.

- All transfers to or from the web application to the tablet are automatically encrypted, using industry best practices.

- Client data is transferred from the tablet, using a secure connection, and stored in an encrypted Pearson database.

- A variety of administrative, physical, and technical safeguards are in place on Q-interactive to protect your personal data.

Current Psychometric Study Findings
Equivalence versus Equating

- Equivalence: Are the raw scores on the two forms the same?
  - Subtests with little change (all except Processing Speed)
  - Paper norms, reliability, and validity applicable to digital results
  - Previously shown on WISC-IV and others
    (Qi technical reports: www.helloq.com/research.html)
- Equating: The raw scores on the two forms are different, but how can the raw scores on one form (digital) be transformed to equal raw scores on a base form (paper)?
  - For Processing Speed subtests
    (Coding, Symbol Search, Cancellation) only
  - Need additional validity evidence beyond paper format
Hardware Requirements

- Two iPads (iPad 2 or newer)
- One stylus (2 best for WISC-V)

Price = No. of Users & Tests + Subtest Usage

Step 1: # of Users & Tests

Ask yourself:

a) How many users need access?

b) How many tests do we need to access?

The more users & tests, the lower the per user cost.

Step 2: Subtest Usage Cost

- Option 1

- Option 2
WISC-V Digital on Q-interactive

- 60-day trial offer available until June 2014

Ordering Q-interactive

Call: 1-800-627-7271
Press Option1

Click: www.helloq.com/